We give a definition of asymptotically locally Lifshitz spacetimes, with boundary data appropriate for a non-relativistic theory on the boundary. Solutions satisfying these boundary conditions are constructed in an asymptotic expansion. We identify the boundary data with sources for dual field theory operators, and give a prescription for calculating the one-point functions of the field theory operators (including the stress tensor) in the presence of arbitrary sources. The divergences in these one-point functions can be cancelled by holographic renormalization, adding counterterms which are local functions of the boundary data.
Introduction
The use of gravitational duals to study strongly-coupled field theories [1, 2] has provided a unique tool which has shed light on a number of important questions, particularly concerning thermodynamics and theories at finite density, which are related to black holes in the bulk. This work has been extended over the last few years to include applications to field theories of interest to condensed matter physics (see [3, 4] for useful reviews). The application to condensed matter throws up new questions; to address these and fully realise the potential of the holographic approach, we need to extend our understanding of the bulk gravitational theories and the holographic dictionary. An important example of this is the appearance of anisotropic scaling symmetries in condensed matter. The low-energy physics near a phase transition may be invariant under t → λ z t, x i → λx i , where z is referred to as the dynamical exponent. We follow [5] in referring to a field theory which has this scaling symmetry (and no boost symmetry) as a Lifshitz field theory. Understanding such symmetries holographically requires us to go beyond the familiar context of asymptotically anti-de Sitter spacetimes on the gravitational side.
A holographic duality for these field theories was proposed in [5] . The proposal is that the dual of the field theory vacuum has a bulk metric
where L 2 represents the overall curvature scale, and the spacetime has d + 1 dimensions, so there are d s = d − 1 spatial dimensions x. 1 This metric is referred to as a Lifshitz geometry. Such a metric can be realised as a solution in a variety of bulk gravitational theories with different matter content. In [5] , the bulk theory involved two p-form fields with a Chern-Simons coupling. A simpler theory with a massive vector (which is on-shell equivalent to the previous theory) was introduced in [6] . More recently, (1) was realised as a solution in string theory in a number of different truncations [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] (see [12] for earlier attempts). In this paper, we will focus on the massive vector theory of [6] , which provides the simplest context for studying this geometry. The focus is on the differences in structure between geometries of the form (1) and the AdS case, so the key results will not depend too heavily on the specific form of the matter considered.
In the AdS context, there is a well-developed holographic dictionary, starting from the work of [13, 14] . This relates asymptotic boundary conditions for bulk fields to the sources for dual operators in the field theory description. The asymptotic boundary data for the metric is specified by the induced metric on the conformal boundary of the spacetime. The results of [15, 16] show crucially that at least in a neighbourhood of infinity, there is a bulk solution for any arbitrary boundary metric, so we can consider the correspondence for the field theory on an arbitrary background.
The correlation functions for operators in the CFT are then obtained in the saddlepoint approximation by considering the variational derivative of the bulk action with respect to the sources. When this is applied to the naive bulk action, these correlation functions contain divergences. These can be removed by the process of holographic renormalization, adding appropriate local boundary counterterms to the bulk action to ensure that it defines a good variational principle for the asymptotic boundary conditions [17, 18] . An elegant approach based on Hamiltonian evolution in the radial direction and a functional differential was developed by [19, 20] .
The aim of the present paper is to develop a general holographic dictionary for the Lifshitz case. Starting with [5] , there has been extensive work on the calculation of correlation functions from perturbations in the bulk; but so far, this work has only considered spacetimes which asymptotically approach (1), treating changes in the asymptotic boundary data only perturbatively. Here we extend this to consider arbitrary boundary data, constructing metrics which approach (1) only locally. In the AdS case, this generalisation is achieved by considering an arbitrary conformal class of metrics on the conformal boundary of the spacetime. In addition to enabling us to treat field theories in curved backgrounds, this also provides a more comprehensive (and less coordinate-dependent) perspective on the holographic dictionary, allowing us to understand its essential features.
In the Lifshitz case, the spacetime (1) does not have a conformal boundary, as the timelike direction is treated differently from the spatial ones. Thus, while a similar correspondence should exist, we need to develop a new approach to describe it. Building on the work of [21] (and similar observations in [22] ), in section 2 a definition of asymptotically locally Lifshitz spacetimes is given, in terms of appropriate boundary conditions on a set of frame fields describing the bulk geometry. This enables a coordinate-invariant treatment of the different scaling of the timelike direction. The rescaled boundary values of the frame fields define the boundary data for the geometry; they can be thought of as defining a Galilean geometrical structure on the spacetime boundary. If we impose a further restriction, the boundary admits a notion of absolute time.
In section 3, the interpretation of the boundary data from the dual field theory point of view is discussed. Some general expectations for the behaviour of the stress tensor complex in a Lifshitz theory are reviewed. Then following [21] , a prescription for calculating this stress tensor complex is given, considering the variation of an appropriate bulk action with respect to variations in the boundary data for the frames, holding the boundary value of the matter field(s) with tangent space indices fixed.
In section 4, we specialise the discussion to the massive vector model of [6] , to enable discussion of more dynamical issues. We review esults of [21] on the solution of the linearized equations of motion on the background (1) . We discuss some of the open problems arising from that work, some of which will be addressed here and some of which remain for future work. In particular, we find that a modification of the boundary conditions is required for z > 4; we treat this modification in the linearized regime, but leave a full exploration of the modified boundary conditions for future work.
In section 5, the solution of the equations of motion in a large-distance expansion is considered. We find that asymptotically locally Lifshitz solutions exist for arbitrary boundary data for z < 2. For z ≥ 2, there are restrictions on the boundary data, setting to zero the sources for the irrelevant operators. There are then asymptotically locally Lifshitz solutions for arbitrary sources for the relevant and marginal operators. These are key results, providing an analogue of the Fefferman-Graham expansion [15] for asymptotically Lifshitz boundary conditions. Finally, the problem of holographic renormalization is considered in section 6. We obtain counterterms rendering the expectation value of the stress tensor finite for arbitrary asymptotically locally Lifshitz spacetimes. The counterterms are obtained using an analogue of the approach introduced for AdS in [19, 20] , organising the calculation in eigenvalues of a dilatation operator. This approach efficiently evaluates the counterterms; this is illustrated by an explicit calculation of the first few counterterms. For z > 2, it was observed in [21] that there were divergences in components of the stress tensor even when the sources were set equal to zero; some of the response functions cause divergences in other expectation values. Here we will see that the form of the counterterms is uniquely fixed by requiring cancellation of the divergence coming from the sources, but that this same term also cancels the divergence from the response functions, so that these are "pseudo-non-local" in the terminology of [23] .
Note added: After the appearance of this paper, partial results on holographic renormalisation for asymptotically Lifshitz spacetimes were also reported in [24, 25] .
Asymptotically locally Lifshitz spacetimes
We want to consider spacetimes which asymptotically approach a metric which can locally be written in the form (1) . This condition can be most easily implemented by writing the geometry in terms of a set of frame fields. We write the spacetime metric as
where spacetime frame indices are written M, N = 0, 1, . . . d, while frame indices omitting the radial direction are A, B = 0, . . . , d s . We will also sometimes use spatial frame indices I, J running over 1, . . . , d s (recall d s = d − 1 is the number of spatial dimensions). Similarly spacetime coordinate indices are µ, ν = t, x i , r and boundary coordinate indices α, β = t, x i . We partially fix the gauge freedom by choosing a Gaussian normal radial coordinate such that e (r) = Lr −1 dr, and e (A) have no radial components.
For the metric (1), there is a natural set of frame fields where e (0) = r z dt, e (I) = rdx i . This motivates defining asymptotically locally Lifshitz boundary conditions by requiring that the spacetime admit a choice of frames e (A) such that as r → ∞,
α (r, x α ) have some finite non-degenerate limits as r → ∞, which we will also sometimes callê
. That is, we simply replace the coordinate frame fields dt, dx i in (1) by some arbitrary non-degenerate frame basisê
. This is the most general boundary condition which allows the metric to locally be written as (1) in the asymptotic region.
Note that we have not imposed any specific falloff condition on the subleading parts ofê
, beyond requiring that they vanish as r → ∞. This is because this boundary condition is meant to be purely kinematical, applying to offshell fluctuations considered in the discussion of the action as well as to asymptotically locally Lifshitz solutions of any bulk theory. As in the AdS case, in solving the equations of motion in section 5, we will find that the dynamics will dictate specific powers of r which appear in the subleading parts ofê
α (r, x α ) and in the matter fields. But the specific fall-offs will depend on the details of the bulk theory (again, as in the AdS case), so we do not wish to introduce them in our definition of the boundary conditions.
The boundary frame fieldsê
α (x α ) define our boundary data; we will see in the next section how these provide sources for the the stress tensor complex. Geometrically, they define the general background structure appropriate for a nonrelativistic field theory on the asymptotic boundary of the spacetime. Such data has been previously defined in terms of what is referred to as a Galilean metric [26, 27] , consisting of a timelike covector (one-form) field, and a degenerate contravariant metric orthogonal to the covector. This is equivalent to our frame data, as the rescaled timelike frame fieldê
α ) provides a distinguished timelike covector on the boundary, while the rescaled inverse metriĉ
provides a degenerate boundary contravariant metric, which is obviously orthogonal to the timelike covector,ĝ αβê (0) α = 0. We can also note that the anisotropic scaling implies that the bulk freedom to make local Lorentz transformations of the e (A) is reduced to the freedom to make spatial rotations of theê (I) , again as we would expect for a non-relativistic theory.
However, in a non-relativistic context it seems natural to require that the boundary have a notion of absolute time. That is, the boundary should have a foliation by a family of surfaces defining "moments in time". This is not satisfied for general boundary data satisfying (3): arbitraryê
α identifies only a preferred family of curves parallel to the distinguished vector fieldê α (0) . To be able to useê (0) α to identify a preferred foliation by surfaces, we need to require that it is irrotational,
This condition can be conveniently expressed in terms of the bulk Ricci rotation coefficients Ω A BC , defined by de
. Requiringê (0) to be irrotational requires the leading term in Ω 0 IJ to vanish asymptotically. If we impose this condition, we can choose coordinates such thatê (0) = χ(t, x i )dt for some function χ(t, x i ) (at least in an open neighbourhood). The irrotational condition is also a necessary and sufficient condition for the spatial frame fieldsê (I) to be surface forming. Thus, theê (I) will describe a non-degenerate t-dependent curved metric on the surfaces of constant t.
One might then take (3) and (5) to define asymptotically locally Lifshitz boundary conditions. However, we will see in the next section that assuming thatê (0) α is irrotational corresponds to setting the sources for the boundary energy flux E i to zero. Thus, to be able to calculate correlation functions involving the energy flux, we need to consider violations of (5) at least perturbatively. In the remainder of the paper, we do not in general impose (5) (for z ≥ 2 however, satisfying (3) turns out to require that we set the sources for E i to zero, which implies we also satisfy (5)).
Field theory sources
We now discuss the interpretation of this boundary data in terms of sources for the field theory stress tensor. We make the central assumption that as in AdS/CFT, asymptotic boundary data for bulk fields should be interpreted as sources for dual operators in the dual field theory. In the case of the metric (frame fields), the appropriate dual operator should be the stress tensor complex, so we first review a few elements of the field theory expectations for its components.
In a non-relativistic theory, the tensor complex should consist of an energy density E and an energy flux E i , satisfying a conservation equation (in flat space)
and a momentum density P i and a spatial stress tensor Π j i , satisfying the conservation equations (in flat space)
As in the relativistic case, invariance under the anisotropic scaling symmetry t → λ z t, x i → λx i implies a tracelessness condition zE + Π i i = 0. The key difference from the relativistic case is that the momentum density and energy flux in a non-relativistic theory are independent quantities.
In a Lifshitz theory, there are also some differences in the operator dimensions for these quantities. These do not seem to have been discussed earlier in the literature, so it is worth considering them here. Since E is the energy density, and the energy is dimension z with respect to the anisotropic scaling symmetry, it will have dimension z+d s . This is the marginal dimension for a Lifshitz theory, as it matches the scaling of the volume element. Thus, energy density is a marginal operator, as in the relativistic case. The conservation equation then implies that the energy flux has dimension 2z + d s − 1. This implies that it is an irrelevant operator for z > 1. Thus, deforming the theory by adding sources for the energy flux will change the UV theory, driving it away from the fixed point, quite unlike the relativistic case.
The momentum density P i will have dimension d s + 1, as momentum is dimension 1 with respect to the anisotropic scaling symmetry. This is relevant for z > 1. Since P i has dimension d s + 1, the conservation equation implies that Π j i has dimension z + d s , indicating that it is also marginal. This is consistent with the condition zE + Π i i = 0, which requires that Π j i must have the same dimension as E. The fact that P i is relevant has several interesting consequences. First, it implies that we can generate non-trivial renormalization group flows to the IR by adding sources for the momentum density. Secondly, the source for this operator will have dimension z − 1, so for z > d s + 2, the dimension of the source is greater than the dimension of the operator. From the holographic point of view, this suggests that the boundary data associated with this source will fall off more quickly at large r than the mode giving the source. We will see this explicitly in the linearised analysis in the next section. This is reminiscent of the behaviour of scalar fields in the alternative quantization of [28] . A similar z-dependent crossover between the source and the expectation value was seen for a Maxwell field on a Lifshitz background in [12] . The scalar operator P i P i becomes relevant for z > d s + 2 with the fixed source boundary conditions, implying that there is then a relevant deformation of the theory which preserves the spatial rotation symmetry. The natural endpoint for this flow is a Lifshitz theory with fixed P i boundary conditions.
How are the components of the stress tensor complex calculated holographically? As argued in [21] , the appropriate dictionary is to identify the timelike frame fieldê (0) as the boundary data supplying the sources for E, E i , and the other frame fieldsê (I) as the boundary data supplying the sources for P i , Π 
whereǫ is the coordinate-invariant volume density given byǫ =ê (0) ∧ê (1) ∧...∧ê (ds) , we identify T α 0 with the vacuum expectation value (vev) of the energy density E and the energy flux E i , and T α I with the vev of the momentum density P i and the stress tensor Π i j . In accordance with the usual holographic dictionary, we also identify O ψ with the vevs of operators dual to the matter fields. Note that to have the Lifshitz solution (1), the bulk theory will need to include vector or tensor fields which are non-zero in the Lifshitz geometry, which dynamically select the timelike direction as different from the spacelike ones. Following [29, 21] the ψ are then understood to include the tangent space components of these vector or tensor fields. That is, the variation of the frame fields in (8) is with the tangent space components of these quantities fixed, rather than the spacetime components. This is an essential ingredient to ensure that T i 0 and T t I are different, so that they can be identified with the distinct components of the stress tensor complex [30] . It can also be understood physically by arguing that we take the variation with the tangent space indices fixed so that the alignment between the distinguished frame field e (0) and the matter fields that are responsible for singling it out is maintained as we do this variation.
One simple check of this prescription is that these quantities are conserved as required from the field theory point of view. If we assume that the action S is invariant under diffeomorphisms of the boundary coordinates, then as shown in the asymptotically AdS context in [29] , this diffeomorphism symmetry implies a conservation equation,
so T α β is conserved up to the presence of sources. This is the analogue of (6), (7) for general boundary sources.
Note that the sources for the energy flux E i areê
i , the dx i components of the timelike frame field. Thus imposing the irrotational condition, which allows us to setê (0) i = 0 by choice of coordinate system, is setting these sources to zero (up to diffeomorphism). Since E i is an irrelevant operator in the field theory, it is not surprising that allowing arbitrary sources for it leads to a qualitative change in the UV behaviour, violating what we may want to call asymptotically Lifshitz boundary conditions. The precise form of this change is however a little unusual. At least for small z, it is not that some field is growing too quickly (as we will see again in the next section), but rather there is an obstruction to defining an absolute time on the boundary.
Massive vector theory
Our discussion so far has been very general; we will now turn to the specific example of the massive vector theory of [6] , in four bulk spacetime dimensions (so d s = 2), so that we can consider more dynamical issues. In this section, we will give the definition of this theory and review the previous work of [21] on the linearized equations of motion on the background (1). We will also comment on issues to do with the boundary conditions in light of this linearised analysis. In the next section we construct solutions for arbitrary boundary data in an asymptotic analysis. While we focus on the massive vector model as a specific example, the extension of this analysis to for example the string theory truncations of [7, 9, 10, 8] is in principle straightforward.
The bulk spacetime action for the massive vector theory is
where we have included the Gibbons-Hawking surface term, so that this is a wellbehaved action principle for manifolds with boundary with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The equations of motion for this theory are
and
To have the solution (1), we choose Λ = − 1 2L 2 (z 2 + z + 4) and m 2 L 2 = 2z. Then the theory has a solution with metric (1) and
Linearized analysis
The linearized analysis in [21] found a general solution of the linearized equations of motion around the pure Lifshitz background (1). 3 From this linearized analysis, one can identify the modes corresponding to an infinitesimal change in the sources given by the boundary values ofê (A) , and the modes corresponding to the part of the solution of the equations of motion which is not locally determined in terms of these boundary values. The essential features can be seen from the analysis of linearized perturbations which are constant along the boundary directions. Written in terms of frame fields, the results of [21] are that
where
with
and k
The massive vector field was taken to be of the form A A = δ 0 A A 0 by choice of frame, choosing the frame vector e (0) to be aligned with the part of the vector field parallel to the boundary, and A 0 = α + j, with
Here
. Note these results are for generic values of z. For specific even integer values, there will be logarithmic solutions; see [21] for details. Also, here we have redefined v 1i , v 2i compared to [21] to highlight the field theory interpretation of the bulk modes. We adjusted the explicit powers of r in front of v 1i , v 2i in e (A) so that all of f, j, v 1i , v 2i , k ij are unchanged under the dilatation isometry r → λ −1 r, t → λ z t, x → λ x of the background (1). This ensures that the scaling dimension of the different modes in f, j, v 1i , v 2i , k ij can simply be read off from the powers of r associated with them. This is a solution of the linearized equations of motion for arbitrary constant values of the coefficients. If we promote the coefficients to functions of the boundary coordinates, these are still solutions to leading order in an expansion in r, but there will be further subleading terms determined in terms of the derivatives of the coefficients, as described in detail in [21] .
The physical significance of these modes can be readily identified:
• The modes c 4 , c 1i are changes of lim r→∞ê (0) . Accordingly, these are interpreted as sources for E, E i .
• The modes c 4i , c 5 , t d1 , t o1 are changes of lim r→∞ê (I) . Accordingly, these are interpreted as sources for P i , Π i j .
• The modes c 1 , t d2 , t o2 have scaling dimension z + 2. They were shown to give finite contributions to the expectation values of E, Π i j in [21] .
• The modes c 2i have scaling dimension 3 and were shown to give finite contributions to the expectation values of P i in [21] .
• The modes c 3i have scaling dimension 2z + 1 and were shown to give finite contributions to the expectation values of expectation values of E i in [21] .
• The remaining modes c 3 , c 2 can be interpreted as the source and expectation value of an operator O ψ associated with the massive vector field. From their scaling dimensions, we can read off the dimension of this operator, ∆ ψ = 1 2
(z + 2 + β z ). Note that this operator will be relevant for z < 2, and irrelevant for z > 2. As one might expect for an irrelevant mode, the source c 3 makes contributions to e (0) , e (I) which violate the boundary conditions when z > 2. The mode c 2 was shown to give finite contributions to the expectation values of O ψ in [21] .
We see that the solutions of the linearized equations of motion divide into source terms and the corresponding response functions, as expected. Note that because of the conservation equations and the conformal constraint relating energy density to spatial stress, the number of independent response functions and the number of sources does not match up. This could be resolved by working with gauge-independent combinations of the sources. One might have expected that we should have a vector operator corresponding to the field A µ , but this is not correct: because we can choose A I = 0 by a choice of frame, there is only one piece of boundary data associated with this field, A 0 , so there is a single scalar operator dual to changes in this boundary data. Physically, what happened is the spatial vector worth of additional boundary data in A µ was absorbed by the frame fields, providing the extra information needed to have independent sources for E i and P i . There are a few interesting open issues already at the level of the linearised analysis. In [21] , the prescription of section 3 was shown to give finite expectation values for all components of the stress tensor complex, once we added appropriate counterterms to the action. Surprisingly, there were divergences in E i even when we set the modes associated with changes in the boundary data to zero, which required some derivative counterterms. In section 6, we will see that the counterterms for asymptotically locally Lifshitz boundary conditions are uniquely fixed by cancelling the divergences arising from the boundary data. These counterterms should then also cancel the divergences involving the response functions; we comment on this issue in the discussion.
There was also an issue with a divergence in the expectation value of O ψ for z ≥ 2. We will not investigate this further here, as this operator is irrelevant for z ≥ 2, so considering sources for it would take us outside the asymptotically locally Lifshitz boundary conditions we are considering in this paper. The analysis could simply be extended by considering this source perturbatively, but we leave this for future work. However, we should note that there is an additional issue here which does not appear for example for irrelevant scalars in AdS: because of the coupled structure of the equations, the source mode c 3 appears linearly in the frame fields as well as in the vector field. Thus, we cannot think of varying c 3 as simply a variation of A 0 , even perturbatively; it necessarily involves a variation of the frame fields as well.
The most interesting open issue, however, is the crossover between the source mode c 4i and the expectation value c 2i in v 2i . When z > 4, the linearized mode with coefficient c 2i falls off slower at large r than the c 4i mode. As a result, turning on non-zero c 2i will violate our asymptotically locally Lifshitz boundary conditions. That is, imposing asymptotically locally Lifshitz boundary conditions for z > 4 gives us a smaller space of solutions than expected in the asymptotic regime; this will generically lead to problems satisfying the regularity conditions in the interior of the spacetime for arbitrary sources. We are therefore motivated to find different boundary conditions in this regime. At the linearized level, it is easy to see what we should do: considering the mixed boundary condition
would provide a source for the momentum density P i while leaving the mode with e (I) t ∼ r z−3 free. Or we could continue to impose a Dirichlet boundary condition, but for z > 4 relax this to require that at large r,
The mode with e (I) t ∼ r is then free. This should correspond to a Legendre-transformed theory where we regard P i as a source current, coupled to a vector operator of dimension z − 1. The value of w I (x α ) then fixes the value of P i , thought of as the source. The Dirichlet boundary condition fixes the leading term in e (I) t , so it is the analogue of the usual quantization for a scalar, while the mixed boundary condition fixing the source for P i is the analogue of the alternative quantization. As noted in the previous section, for z > 4 the operator P i P i generates a flow from the fixed source boundary condition in the UV, which we expect to run to fixed P i boundary conditions in the IR. Hence the latter are more generic in this range. Extending this analysis beyond the linearised level is an important open question, but we will leave it for future work and focus on the asymptotically locally Lifshitz boundary conditions (3) in this paper.
Asymptotic expansion
In this section, we want to go beyond the linearised analysis by showing that solutions of the bulk equations of motion exist for arbitrary boundary data. To do so, we will solve the equations of motion in an asymptotic expansion: that is, we work at large r, and solve the equations in an expansion in powers of r. To treat this large r expansion, it is convenient to rewrite the equations of motion in a radial Hamiltonian framework. If we work in Gaussian normal coordinates, the canonical coordinates on a surface r = r 0 are the induced metric h αβ and the gauge field A α . The momenta are π αβ = K αβ − h αβ K and π α = F rα , where K αβ is the extrinsic curvature of the surface.
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To make contact with the previous section, we may note that the momenta π αβ , π α can be related to the expectation values of the operators in the dual field theory by observing that on-shell, the variation of the action (10) is
When we do frame variations δe
holding A A fixed, the variation of the action on-shell is then
α . Thus, we can define an object related to the boundary stress tensor complex considered in the previous section:
Note that the variations in (24) are with respect to bulk fields, whereas the variations in (8) are with respect to the boundary data. Thus this bulk object will differ from the boundary stress tensor by some powers of r. We also call this the "bare" stress tensor because using the naive Dirichlet action (10) gives a divergent stress tensor which will require renormalization. We address this in the next section. The point at this stage is just to note the relation between the momenta and the stress tensor complex. Unlike in the AdS case, we cannot simply trade the stress tensor for π αβ ; the T αB also include information from π α .
Gauss-Codazzi equations
To solve the equations of motion in an expansion in powers of r, it is useful to decompose the equations in the radial direction, using the Gauss-Codazzi equations to rewrite them as a pair of dynamical equations,
and a set of constraints,
Here˙denotes r∂ r , and the Ricci tensor R αβ and covariant derivatives ∇ α are with respect to the induced metric h αβ on a surface of constant r. Using (25) and (30), we can see that the constraint equation (28) encodes the conservation equation (9). This is as expected; this is the diffeomorphism constraint in the radial Hamiltonian framework, associated with coordinate transformations on the surfaces of constant r.
With our boundary conditions, the constraints (28) and (29) are automatically satisfied when the dynamical equations are. This is because in general, the dynamical equations imply the r-derivative of the constraints, so the only non-trivial additional information in the constraints is the r-independent term. With asymptotically locally Lifshitz boundary conditions, the r-independent term reduces to the constraint in a Lifshitz spacetime, which is satisfied because this is a solution of the equations of motion. Thus, we need only consider the dynamical equations (26) and (27) , substituting (30) for A r .
Since the asymptotic boundary condition is written in terms of frame fields, it will be convenient to also rewrite these equations in terms of frame fields e (A) . As in the linearized analysis, we partially fix the choice of frame by setting A I = 0, so that the distinguished timelike frame field is always aligned with the boundary component of the massive vector field. Note that the massive vector field will still have a non-zero radial component, but this is determined algebraically by (30) . The relevant data is then the frame e (A) α and the matter field A 0 . For convenience, we define a "frame extrinsic curvature"
Note that this is not a symmetric object, and the usual extrinsic curvature is
β K (AB) , where the round brackets denote symmetrisation. The equations of motion written with frame indices are theṅ
and the constraints
Here F AB = e 
is then related to the Ricci rotation coefficients by [33] 
where as a reminder we define the Ricci rotation coefficients by de
. This implies ω 
Asymptotic analysis
We want to study the equations of motion in the asymptotic regime by making an expansion in powers of r. The aim in this section is to analyse the structure of the equations of motion and demonstrate that a solution exists. We will find that asymptotically locally Lifshitz solutions exist for arbitrary values of the sources for z < 2, and if we set some of the sources to zero solutions continue to exist for z ≥ 2. We first consider z < 2 in detail, and then comment on the differences for z ≥ 2.
We recall that e (0) = r zê(0) and e (I) = rê (I) , and write A 0 = α + ψ. The leading term inê (A) is independent of r, and gives the boundary data dual to the stress tensor. From the linearized analysis, we see that
(z + 2 − β z ). The asymptotic value lim r→∞ψ corresponds to the source for the dual operator O ψ . For z < 2, this is a relevant operator, so ∆ − is positive. We want to show that having chosen these leading terms, we can iteratively find a solution of (26), (27) in an expansion in powers of r by adding subleading terms toê (A) andψ. It might appear that we have fewer equations than unknowns, since we have nine componentsê (A) α plus oneψ, and only nine equations. This is because there is a residual freedom to make a local rotation in the choice of the spatial frame vectors e (I) , giving us one pure gauge mode. 6 It is convenient to fix this gauge symmetry by choosing the spatial frames so that K IJ is symmetric. Althoughê (A) andψ are the fundamental quantities we are solving for, in analysing (26) and (27) it is more convenient to work in terms of K AB and π A . These are given 6 In general dimension, there are d 2 + 1 fields, but the spatial rotations make by
which implies K = z + 2 +ė (A)αê (A)α , and
Working in an expansion in powers of r, we can solve (36) at each order to determine A r . Because of the derivative, this will be determined in terms of contributions at earlier orders.
There is an explicit positive power in K 0I ; to have a solution where all quantities involve only negative powers, the dependence ofė (0)αê α (I) must be sufficiently suppressed so that the expansion of K 0I contains only negative powers. We will see that we can self-consistently find such a solution.
The curvature and field strength terms will also involve explicit powers. The key point is to see that these all involve negative powers, so that the sources produced by considering arbitrary boundary data can be cancelled by adding subleading terms, and the corrections produced by the curvature of the subleading terms are further subleading. This turns out to be true for the Ricci rotation coefficients:
(J) , Explicit derivatives will also come with similar factors:
We might have expected some positive powers to appear, since we are considering turning on sources for the irrelevant operator E i , and the breakdown of the UV behaviour associated with irrelevant operators is normally signalled in the bulk through the appearance of growing terms in these equations (see [23] for a recent discussion in the AdS case). The term that comes closest to this expectation is Ω 0 IJ , but it has an extra factor of r −1 because it involves the derivatives of the source for this operator, rather than the source itself. A constant value of this source corresponds to a diffeomorphism, so only its derivatives will enter into the equations of motion, and thus for z < 2 it will not lead to positive powers in the expansion despite the operator being irrelevant. There is still a change in the UV behaviour when we have non-zero sources for E i , but it is signalled only by the violation of (5), implying that the boundary does not have a notion of absolute time.
Using (38), we can express the curvature terms in the field strength and the Ricci tensor in terms of the Ricci rotation coefficients. For the field strength,
A 0 will contain an explicit r −1 , and F IJ = 2Ω 0 IJ A 0 will contain an explicit r z−2 . The covariant derivative term appearing in (33) is 
As a result, R 00 and R IJ will contain terms with r −2z , r −2 , and a term quadratic in Ω 0 IJ containing r 2z−4 , while R 0I will contain terms with r −(1+z) and a term linear in Ω 0 IJ containing r (z−3) . Thus, all the explicit powers are negative, and we can construct a solution by making an expansion in negative powers. Let us write
Assuming the sum only involves negative powers, that is ∆ ≥ 0, then the terms in (26) , (27) of order r −∆ 0 will involve K (∆) AB , ψ (∆) for ∆ ≤ ∆ 0 , and curvature terms. The 00 and IJ components of (26) and the 0 component of (27) can be solved to determine the ∆ = ∆ 0 components of K 00 , K IJ and ψ, while the 0I components of (26) and the I components of (27) determine the ∆ = ∆ 0 components of K 0I and K I0 . The sources are given by the quadratic terms involving the extrinsic curvature terms and π A at earlier orders, and the curvature terms which involve the frame fields and ψ at earlier orders.
To determine which powers occur, we work iteratively starting from the leading source terms coming from derivatives of the boundary data. The curvature of the r-independent terms inê (A) α will give sources in the 00 and IJ components of (32) and the 0 component of (27) . These sources go like r −2z , r −2 , and r 2z−4 . Similarly substituting the curvature of the r-independent background values will produce terms in the 0I components of (32) and the I components of (33) which go like r −(1+z) and r z−3 . To cancel all of these terms, we need subleading terms in K AB , ψ with these same falloffs. Thus, we would need subleading terms in the frame fields such thaṫ
Note that because of the explicit r z−1 in K 0I , the required behaviour forė (0)αê α (I) does not involve the leading r 2z−4 falloff that appears in all the other terms. That is, the presence of the explicit positive power in K 0I has the effect that the behaviour of the subleading terms inê (0)α obtained by solving these equations will produce a faster falloff for the term contributing to K 0I .
If we include the effect of the leading term in ψ, this will give contributions to the equations with powers of r −∆ − . This can appear on its own in the 00 component of (32) and in the 0 component of (33) , and in combination with derivative terms in all the equations. Since A A appears quadratically in (32), there will also be terms going like r −2∆ − . To cancel these contributions, we will need to add additional subleading contributions containing powers r −∆ − . These are negative powers for z < 2. All of these subleading terms will then in turn contribute to the curvature terms and to the quadratic terms in (26) , (27) requiring further subleading terms to cancel these contributions. We will thus need an infinite series of contributions toê (A) ,ψ, with powers ∆ = 2m + 2nz + (2z − 4)p + ∆ − q, m, n, p, q ∈ 0, 1, 2, . . .
We have concentrated above on subleading terms in the large r expansion which are locally determined by the boundary data. However, there will also be independent terms in the expansion which are not locally determined by the boundary data, corresponding to the second set of linearised solutions in section 4.1. These are referred to as the response functions, as they determine the finite part of the expectation values, as can be seen from the linearised analysis of [21] . These appear first at specific characteristic powers of r corresponding to the dual operator dimensions. The leading-order terms will be given precisely by the linearised solution in the previous section, as the x α dependence of the boundary data does not effect the radial equation for the leading-order part of these modes.
In the asymptotic expansion, we can see the leading r-dependence of these additional contributions by finding the value of ∆ where the equations at order ∆ have a non-trivial solution with no source contribution. This is most easily illustrated by considering the trace-free part of the IJ components in (26) , for which the leading contribution to the equations at e −∆r is simply −∆K
IJ , so that in the absence of sources there is a solution at ∆ = z + 2, corresponding to the modes t d2 and t o2 in section 4.1. This works similarly for the other modes. but the coupling between the equations makes the analysis more complicated. For generic z, these response functions appear at a value of ∆ where there is no source contribution. For some z, the ∆ determined in this way is one of the values (47), and then there will be a logarithmic solution; we will ignore these cases for simplicity, but it should be easy to include them. The curvature terms arising from the leading part of the response functions will source another infinite series of subleading corrections.
Thus in summary, for z < 2, there are solutions of the bulk equations of motion for arbitrary boundary data, which can be constructed order by order in an expansion in powers of r. There is an infinite series of terms with powers (47) which are determined by the boundary data. The solution in this asymptotic expansion is not unique, as there are additional response functions in the general solution which are not determined locally in terms of the boundary data. One expects these to be fixed in terms of the boundary data by imposing appropriate regularity or inner boundary conditions in the interior of the spacetime. In our analysis of the counterterms in the next section we will assume this is true, so that the bulk solution is uniquely determined by the boundary data, but we will not explore it in detail, as we are restricting to an asymptotic analysis.
Expansion for z > 2
In the above analysis, we assumed that z < 2. If z ≥ 2, then ∆ − < 0, and to have an asymptotically locally Lifshitz solution, we need to set the source term lim r→∞ψ to zero. This is a familiar story from the AdS context; adding a source for an irrelevant operator will change the UV behaviour of the theory, which is reflected in the bulk dual by a violation of the usual asymptotic boundary conditions. Additionally, the explicit power appearing in Ω 0 IJ is now positive, so in order to have a solution with all negative powers, we have to restrict the leading contribution toê (0) α such that it is irrotational. That is, we now need to set the source for the energy flux E i to zero to have asymptotically locally Lifshitz solutions satisfying (3). With this restriction, the leading contributions in the 00 and IJ components of (32) and the 0 component of (27) from the curvature of the boundary data will go like r −2z and r −2 , and the leading contributions in the 0I components of (32) and the I components of (33) from curvature of the boundary data will go like r −(1+z) . To cancel these, we need subleading terms in K AB , ψ with these same falloffs. Thus, we would need subleading terms in the frame fields such thaṫ
Again, we see a faster falloff inė (0)αê α (I) . As before, this faster falloff ensures that K 0I will involve the same powers as K I0 , despite the positive power in the expression for K 0I . It also implies that the first non-zero term in Ω 0 IJ comes from the terms at ∆ = 2z, and hence goes like r −4 . Thus, for z > 2, once we fix the sources for O ψ and E i to be zero, the powers appearing in the expansion of (32) and (27) will start with r −2 and r −2z , and for arbitrary values of the other boundary data, there will be a solution in a series of negative powers as before, with powers
together with the response function contributions from section 4.1 and their subleading corrections.
Note however that as noted in section 4.1, if we impose asymptotically locally Lifshitz boundary conditions for z ≥ 4, the size of the space of response functions is reduced, because the mode c 2i has to be set to zero to satisfy the boundary conditions. We therefore expect that we will not generically have enough freedom to satisfy the inner boundary condition for arbitrary boundary data. That is, for z ≥ 4, while we will have asymptotically locally Lifshitz solutions in the asymptotic regime, to have an appropriate space of regular solutions for arbitrary boundary data we will need to consider a different boundary condition as outlined in section 4.1.
Holographic renormalization
Having explored the space of solutions for our boundary conditions, we should now construct an appropriate action principle for arbitrary boundary data to complete the holographic dictionary. To be able to apply the prescription given in section 3, we need an action which is finite on-shell and has vanishing variation on-shell under arbitrary variations satisfying the asymptotic boundary conditions. That is, δS = 0 on-shell if the field variation does not change the boundary data. We will construct such an action by adding appropriate local boundary counterterms to cancel the divergences in the action (10) .
We will give an efficient algorithm for obtaining the required counterterms, based on the approach of [19, 20] . This involves expanding in eigenvalues of an appropriate bulk dilatation operator, rather than in powers of r as we did in the previous section. The first step is to take a Hamilton-Jacobi style approach to determining the on-shell action. Assuming that we impose some appropriate boundary or regularity condition in the interior of the spacetime, the on-shell solution of the equations of motion will be uniquely determined in terms of the asymptotic boundary data, so the on-shell action is a function of the boundary data, which we can write as a boundary term,
Note that we actually write the action as a function of the values of the bulk fields evaluated on the boundary, rather than in terms of the boundary data. For asymptotically locally Lifshitz boundary conditions, the leading asymptotic values of the fields are determined by the boundary data, so this contains equivalent information, but it is better to work in terms of the boundary values of bulk fields, since counterterms added to the action need to be written in terms of the latter. The variation of the on-shell action is given by (23) , and we can use this to replace the dynamical ODEs (32), (33) by functional differential equations, writing
These relations give the canonical momenta as functions of the boundary data. Assuming that the on-shell action is boundary diffeomorphism invariant will imply that these quantities automatically satisfy the diffeomorphism constraint (28) , and if we substitute them into the Hamiltonian constraint (29) , this becomes a quadratic equation in the functional derivatives of λ, which can be solved to determine λ in an appropriate expansion. The divergences we need to cancel are determined by applying this procedure to the naive action (10), calculating its on-shell value as a function of the boundary data. Since we are working with divergent quantities, we will need to introduce a regulator. We therefore assume that the boundary integral in (50) is evaluated on a surface r = r 0 , and the value of the on-shell action is then a functional of the values of the bulk fields evaluated on this surface; these Dirichlet data determine the value of the action for the bulk solution. Also note that the value of the on-shell action is in general a non-local function of the boundary data, as it involves the response functions, which are only determined once we impose regularity conditions in the interior of the spacetime. An essential point is to see that the divergent terms in the naive on-shell action (10) are local functions of the boundary data, and do not involve the response functions, so they can be cancelled by simply subtracting the same function as a boundary counterterm in our definition of the action.
For the Lifshitz case we need to introduce slightly different variables, defining the functional derivatives
This change of variables is important because our boundary conditions give definite falloff behaviour for the frame fields, not the boundary metric. From the field theory point of view, (52) and (53) are convenient variables because they will determine the vevs of the corresponding boundary operators (we explain the relation to the vevs in a little more detail below). We will choose a gauge such that T IJ is symmetric, so that the number of quantities in (52) and (53) matches the number of equations we are replacing. From the relation (25), we see that we can obtain the canonical momenta from these new variables, by writing π 0 = π ψ , using
to determine π I , and recovering π AB from
Thus, the canonical momenta are determined in terms of functional derivatives of the action, and the constraint (34) can be solved in an appropriate expansion to determine the value of the on-shell action density λ.
We want to introduce a functional derivative which agrees at leading order with the radial derivative, which will be used to organise the expansion of the on-shell action. Assuming our asymptotically locally Lifshitz boundary conditions (3), we have that e 
then acting on any function of e (A) , ψ, this will agree with the radial derivative to leading order at large r, δ D ∼ r∂ r . 7 We can also see that δ D can be viewed as a bulk analogue of the field theory dilatation operator; the field theory operator would have the same form as (56), but with the bulk fields replaced by boundary data. From (52) and (53), we can see that if we consider the dilatation operator acting on the on-shell action, we can replace the functional derivatives on the RHS acting on the action by T A B , π ψ . As a result, we have a relationship
We now expand all these quantities in eigenfunctions of the dilatation operator
and similarly for T 
Similarly, the fact that ψ carries a non-trivial scaling weight implies
Expanding (57) in dilatation eigenvalues, we have
Note that (61) does not determine λ (∆) for ∆ = z + 2. This is the leading term in the dilatation expansion associated with the response functions; it is also the term which makes a finite contribution to the on-shell action, as it scales like r −(z+2) at leading order, cancelling the scaling of the integration measure √ −h. From the field theory point of view, the expectation values of the operators T AB and O ψ are the functional derivatives of the on-shell bulk action with respect to the boundary data.
Since the boundary data give the leading terms in the bulk fields, the functional derivatives with respect to boundary data can be exchanged for the ones involving e (A) , ψ in (52), (53) up to some overall powers of r. Once we have cancelled the divergent contributions, the leading contribution to the action comes from λ (z+2) , so the expectation values will be given by its functional derivatives, that is,
(in all these quantities, the limit as r → ∞ should be taken to compute the actual vevs). Note also that for ∆ = z + 2 the right-hand side of (61) must vanish. This is precisely the tracelessness condition for the stress tensor complex, generalised to the case where we explicitly break scale invariance by introducing a sourceψ for O ψ .
Our interest is not however primarily in this undetermined part, but in the terms in the dilatation expansion of the on-shell action which are locally determined by the boundary data. These are determined by (61) together with the constraint equation (34) , whose expansion in dilatation eigenvalues is
where src (∆) is the source contribution from the right-hand side of (34) , which only appears for some particular values of ∆.
We want to manipulate this expression to obtain a formula for the right-hand side of (61). To do so, it is useful to note that the first two terms in (63) can be rewritten as 2K
(
AB π AB(∆−s) . Now from the above large r expansion, we can see that
For the vector momentum, we can write
which gives π
and a constraint on π
Note that we can combine these results to obtain
For a generic value of ∆, the terms in (63) with s = 0 and s = ∆ − are then
Putting this together with (61) gives
where quad (∆) is the remaining quadratic terms,
and the source terms will be given below. This is the equation we wish to solve to determine the divergent parts of the on-shell action. The advantage of this dilatation expansion, relative to the expansion in powers of r we considered in the previous section, is that the curvature terms in (34) , which involved an infinite series of terms in the expansion in powers of r, contribute a finite set of terms with definite dilatation eigenvalues, so we can write them all down explicitly, and the sub-leading terms contribute to further sub-leading terms only through the quadratic terms (71). Let us first consider the source terms. For the Ricci rotation coefficients Ω C AB , using the behaviour of the frame fields, the dilatation dimensions are ∆ = 1 for Ω 0 0I
and Ω 
This will have contributions at dimensions 2, 2z and 4 − 2z. Putting all this together, we can obtain the source terms at each order:
• ∆ = 0:
• ∆ = 2:
• ∆ = 2z:
• ∆ = 4 − 2z:
• ∆ = ∆ − :
• ∆ = ∆ − + 2:
• ∆ = ∆ − + 4 − 2z:
• ∆ = 2∆ − :
• ∆ = 2∆ − + 2:
• ∆ = 2∆ − + 4 − 2z:
We will have contributions from the src (∆) term in (70) only for these values of ∆. There is one mixed term in (71) which involves derivatives of the momenta, namely ∇ A π A . This can be written as
so a term in π 0 with dilatation eigenvalue ∆ will contribute a term in ∇ A π A with eigenvalue ∆+z, while a term in π I with eigenvalue ∆ will contribute a term in ∇ A π and π
. The potential problem with π ψ is easily dealt with; in the explicit quadratic term, the sum only involves π (s) 0 for s > ∆ − , so the contribution to the quadratic at order ∆ involves π
, so since ∆ − < z for all z, this involves only ∆ ′ < ∆. For the T 0I piece, when T
appears in the quadratic with K
0I , this will give ∆ ′ < ∆ if s < z − 1. For z < 2, the smallest eigenvalue in K 0I (coming from λ (2) ) is s = 3 − z > z − 1 as z < 2. For z > 2, setting to zero the source terms for E i implies (as we will see below) that the smallest eigenvalue in K 0I is s = z + 1. Thus, all terms in the quadratic piece in (71) are determined by λ (∆ ′ ) for ∆ < ∆ ′ , and we can solve (70) to determine λ (∆) at each order in terms of the pieces at earlier orders. In particular, this implies that none of the λ (∆) for ∆ < z + 2 depend on the undetermined piece λ (z+2) which is a non-local function of the boundary data. That is, all the divergences in the naive action (10) are local functions of the boundary values of the bulk fields, determined by solving (70) recursively. We can then cancel the divergences λ (∆) for ∆ < z+2 by subtracting these local functions of the boundary values of the bulk fields as a local counterterm in our definition of the action.
The solution for the on-shell action in this dilatation expansion for arbitrary values of the source terms will involve dilatation eigenvalues which are the same as the powers of r appearing in the discussion of the solution of the equations of motion in the previous section, namely
We have p = q = 0 if we set the sources for O ψ and E i to zero. There will be additional dilatation eigenvalues which appear in the expansion of the on-shell action if we take a non-zero value for the response function at ∆ = z + 2, but the terms which are determined in terms of the boundary data will have the eigenvalues (84).
Counterterms for z < 2
Let us now demonstrate this approach by constructing the divergent pieces of the action for z < 2, thus identifying the required counterterms. One would like to give a comprehensive survey of the divergent contributions; unfortunately however, for some values of z, there will be a large number of values of p and q in (84) which give ∆ < z + 2, so a comprehensive discussion would be long and not very illuminating. We will therefore confine ourselves to the terms with p = 0 and q = 0, 1.
Consider first the terms with m = n = 0, which don't involve derivatives of the boundary data. The first contribution, at ∆ = 0, is determined by the leading falloff of the bulk fields. We have the T
given by (68), which gives the leading term in the on-shell action to be
Note that this is consistent with re-obtaining T 0 0 and T I J as the functional derivatives of λ using (52). These values are also consistent with the constraint (34), using the value (73) for the sources. At ∆ = ∆ − , applying (70) gives
The functional differential equations (52), (53) can be checked to be consistently satisfied, with T
These first two terms reproduce the no-derivatives counterterm given in [21] to the relevant order: there we had
It is only the terms at linear order that mattered in [21] , as there we only considered divergences in the absence of sources. However, the previous calculation has to be corrected at higher orders. For example, at ∆ = 2∆ − , after a little more calculation, we find
This is consistent with the constraint on π
in (67). Note that as the frame fields cannot appear undifferentiated in λ, possible terms in T I 0 and T 0 I arising from functional derivatives of the no-derivative terms will vanish.
Let us now consider the derivative terms. For λ (2) there are no quadratic contributions, and putting in the source contributions in (70) gives
(89) For λ (2z) , there is also a contribution from the quadratic term involving ∇ A π A , and we have
(90) On the intermediate steps, the superscripts (2), (2z) etc indicate that we keep only the term of the stated dilatation eigenvalue in the expression. The interesting point to note here is that these expressions are all by construction covariant with respect to coordinate transformations, but because of the different coefficients on the lefthand side, the sum of these two-derivative terms is not covariant with respect to the Lorentz transformations acting on the frame indices. This is as we would expect, given the different scaling dimensions of the frame fields. Put another way, the bulk matter field has singled out a particular direction, so the 0 and I indices are treated differently. Here we see explicitly how this enters into the required counterterms in the on-shell action. For z = 1, the two terms will combine into a Lorentz-covariant expression, and this reduces to the usual AdS counterterm.
By taking functional derivatives of these terms, we can evaluate the corresponding components of the stress tensor. For general λ (∆) , the functional variation will be complicated to calculate, but because these low-order terms can be written as the components of a given dilatation eigenvalue in a boundary scalar, we can simply calculate the variation of the scalar quantity and then extract the term of the correct dilatation eigenvalue. For λ (2) , this gives
While for λ (2z) , we have
Derivative terms with q = 0 are more involved; to illustrate this, we consider the term at ∆ = ∆ − + 2, which will also be useful for determining π (2) ψ , which will contribute to quadratic terms in the next subsection. This is the first term for which a quadratic term in the stress tensor appears. We have
Using the values of T AB , we can rewrite this as
(95) We see that already at this two derivative level, the form of the counterterms is reasonably complicated. Nonetheless, the conceptual picture is simple: As in the AdS case, the divergent terms are written explicitly in terms of bulk fields evaluated on the boundary. Thus, adding these same expressions to the naive action (10) will cancel the divergences.
Counterterms for z ≥ 2
In the asymptotic analysis, we saw that our spacetime would be asymptotically locally Lifshitz for z ≥ 2 only if we set to zero the sources for the matter operator O ψ and the energy flux E i . We will therefore consider here only the counterterms for divergences which arise with those sources set to zero. To consider correlation functions involving O ψ or E i , we would need to consider the corresponding sources at the perturbative level, following the interesting recent analysis in the AdS case in [23, 34] . We leave such consideration for future work.
Setting these sources to zero implies that the dilatation expansion of the action involves only terms with ∆ = 2n + 2mz. We want to consider the divergences in the expectation values, and not just the on-shell action, so we should note that setting the source for E i to zero implies that the terms in T 0I with ∆ = 2n + 1 − z will necessarily vanish, as there is no local function of the sources with this dilatation dimension when Ω 0 IJ = 0. Thus, in the expansion of T 00 , T IJ there will only be terms with ∆ = 2n + 2mz, while in the expansion of T 0I , T I0 there will only be terms with ∆ = 2n + 1 + (2m + 1)z.
Setting the sources for O ψ and E i to zero simplifies the expansion, and we can now discuss all the divergent terms: for the action, the divergent terms have ∆ = 2n. We obtained λ (0) and λ (2) in the discussion above; we can now consider for example λ (4) , which is the only additional term required for z < 4. There is no source term for ∆ = 4, so the relevant term in the on-shell action is just given by quadratic terms,
Using the expressions for T
AB and π (2) 0 in the previous subsection, one could compute this counterterm explicitly, but the full expression is unenlightening. What's important about this calculation is not to obtain the explicit forms of the counterterms, but to see that the divergences can be cancelled by adding appropriate counterterms which are local functions of the boundary values of the bulk fields.
Discussion
In this paper, a geometrically natural definition of asymptotically locally Lifshitz spacetimes was given. This gives boundary data which act as sources for the stress tensor complex of the dual field theory, and can be interpreted as giving a natural non-relativistic curved geometry on the boundary. We have shown that solutions of the equations of motion for arbitrary values of the boundary data exist for z < 2 in the context of the massive vector theory. For 2 ≤ z < 4, bulk solutions satisfying these boundary conditions exist if we set some of the sources to zero. This is natural from the field theory point of view, as the sources we are setting to zero correspond to irrelevant operators. For z > 4, however, we would have to set one of the response functions to zero to satisfy these boundary conditions, and we argued in section 4.1 that these boundary conditions will have to be appropriately modified.
For arbitrary boundary data, there are divergences in the bulk action. In section 6, we showed that for asymptotically locally Lifshitz boundary conditions, all the divergences are local functions of the boundary values of bulk fields. Thus the divergences can be cancelled by adding appropriate local counterterms to the action. We gave a procedure for explicitly deriving these counterterms, and calculated the first few terms explicitly. The boundary conditions and the construction of counterterms here have a very similar spirit to the familiar AdS calculations; the main message of this work is that dealing with Lifshitz only requires a modest extension of the holographic toolbox.
We should revisit an issue to do with divergences from the previous linearized analysis. In [21] , there were divergences in E i coming from the other response functions for z > 2, and derivative counterterms were introduced to cancel these divergences. In the general analysis we have undertaken here, however, we found that the only divergences in the action came from the terms λ (∆) for ∆ < z + 2, and the required counterterm action was uniquely determined as a function of the boundary values of the bulk fields by cancelling these divergences. This is not a contradiction; as observed in [23] , the counterterm action is a function of the boundary values of the bulk fields, not of the boundary data. Evaluated on a cutoff surface of finite r and written in terms of the linearised mode solutions, this will have a subleading part involving the response functions. When we consider irrelevant operators, [23] showed that some of these subleading terms can be divergent. That is, when we write the divergent part of the action in terms of the linearised modes, it can appear to have a divergence involving the response functions, but when we rewrite it in terms of the boundary values of bulk fields, it depends locally on these fields. These were called pseudo-non-local divergences in [23] . Note that the reason that the calculation is simpler here than in [23] is that we have switched off the sources for irrelevant operators, so that we can still apply the dilatation expansion technique.
In the approach taken here, the counterterms are necessarily local functions of the boundary values of bulk fields, so they should automatically cancel the divergences seen in [21] . This can be verified at the two-derivative level by checking that the counterterm needed to cancel λ (2) is essentially the same as the two derivative counterterm introduced in appendix A of [21] 8 , for the parameter σ 1 = − 1 z
. The calculation there then shows that this counterterm will cancel the k 4 divergence considered there. The analysis given in this paper is essentially complete for z < 2. For z ≥ 2, our restriction to asymptotically locally Lifshitz spacetimes forces us to set sources for irrelevant operators to zero. It may be interesting to analyse the sources for these irrelevant operators perturbatively, following [23] ; this would be important particularly if there were problems where we wanted to consider finite density for the energy flux E i . There is also an issue with the calculation of the expectation value of the scalar operator for z ≥ 2; the operator becomes irrelevant in this range, but more significantly, the source for this operator appears linearly in the frame fields as well as in the vector field. It would be interesting to see if similar issues arise for the matter content in models which can be embedded in string theory. If so, it would be valuable to understand the correct prescription for calculating this expectation value.
For z ≥ 4, there is a more substantial issue, as asymptotically locally Lifshitz boundary conditions require that one of the response functions vanishes, leaving us without sufficient freedom to satisfy boundary conditions in the interior of the space-time. In this regime, our asymptotically locally Lifshitz boundary condition will need to be replaced by a different condition. In section 4.1, we saw that at the linearised level we could either adopt a mixed boundary condition for the frame component e (I) t , which would fix the source for P i as before, or we could continue to impose a simple Dirichlet boundary condition for e (I) t , which would now correspond to fixing P i , and regarding it as a source for a vector operator of dimension z − 1. Understanding the appropriate boundary condition at the non-linear level and extending the analysis performed here to such boundary conditions is perhaps the most important direction for future work here.
